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types and adequate supplies of irrigation the farm-level demand is equal to the wholesale water. The stock of specialized equipment and demand less selected marketing and transporother capital items available to producers may tation costs. Because retail demand conditions limit their ability to enter and/or exit onion are relatively stable, the price of onions is prinproduction within a single year. Thus, cipally affected through the supply side of the producers may tend to enter onion production market. The average farm price in West Texas and stay if economic conditions remain favorshould be the same as the wholesale price of able; if so, the acreage planted in the present onions in the early summer market (Pch) less production period (APWt) will be related the cost of transportation and including directly to acres planted in previous years. The adjustments for varietal and quality differability and willingness of producers to assume ences for West Texas onions. The price of the financial risks associated with vegetable onions in the early summer market (Pch) is hycrops such as onions also affect production.
pothesized to affect directly the price received Fluctuating prices cause financial risks to vary in West Texas (Pt). directly with acres planted; therefore price ex-
The production overlap of onions from pectations are important and affect the adjacent seasons undoubtedly affects the number of acres planted. The most logical price wholesale price for early summer onions. Both expectations variable is the season average late spring onions and late summer onions farm price received for onions the previous sometimes reach the market during the early year. An alternative expectations variable is summer period, but lack of information on the price for onions during the planting period, quantities sold within the early summer period but for early summer onions the price at plantlimits their use as variables. Other variables ing is for late summer storage onions which are which affect wholesale price (Pch) are not very competitive with fresh onions. Thus, population, income, and consumer tastes and price at planting does not appear to be a reapreferences. The only one of these factors that sonable price expectations variable for early is not strictly quantifiable is consumer tastes summer onion producers. Expected profits for and preferences. Therefore, it is not included in alternative crops are expected to affect the the analysis. Income is included as per capita number of acres planted to onions. The varidisposable personal income in current dollars ables which seem to best represent profit-(DPI). Therefore, population changes are inability from alternative crops are their cluded in the income variable and population is expected farm prices. Average farm prices for not used as a separate variable. the previous year for potatoes, corn, grain sorThe relationships among acres planted, acres ghum, wheat, and cotton are expected to be harvested, yield, and production in the U.S. related inversely to the number of acres early summer onion market are logically the planted to onions. same as those in the West Texas market. The harvested acreage (AHWt) is the direct result of the number of acres planted. Once acres planted has been determined, the main factors STRUCTURAL RELATIONS that can change harvested acres are unfavorable weather conditions and a low product
The price-production relationships in Figure  price at harvest time. The price at harvest will I were used as the basis for developing a simulaffect acres harvested if it is not high enough taneous equation model of the structural relato cover the variable expenses of harvesting.
tionships underlying the U.S. early summer Yield per acre for onions (Yt) is hypotheonion market and the West Texas sector of sized to depend on weather and level of techthat market. Although an updated analysis of nology. Cold temperatures during the early the current demand, supply, and pricepart of the growing season, hail damage to determining processes of the West Texas and mature bulbs, and excess rainfall during harnational early summer onion markets is the vest will decrease yield. The level of technology primary objective, the model also provides used in production is critical. Producers who forecasts of price, quantity, and other relevant use the most recent technological advances variables. and follow recommended cultural practices
The structural model contains the following usually obtain highest yields, ceteris paribus.
six equations, including four stochastic relaProduction (Qwt) is specified as harvested acres tionships and two closing identities. economic and physical factors which are quantifiable. However, yield estimates must be based on variables such as technology levels and weaThe performance of the model is explored further conditions which are more difficult to quanther by examining the number of overestimation, tify. Although the model has some predictive underestimation, and turning point errors. Overcapabilities, the primary focus of the research is estimation errors occur when the predicted value to set forth the structural relationships present of the variable from the model is greater than its in the West Texas onion producing area and to actual value. Underestimation errors occur when measure the effect of the early summer onion the actual value is greater than the prediction. A market on this producing area.
